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Operating in Milan and Hong Kong
we are a fashion creation platform 
empowering industry players.
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FASHION & DESIGN 
FAIRS

COMPETITIONS & 
EVENTS

PRODUCTS SHOWCASE

HEBEI INTERNATIONAL 
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN WEEK
Hebei, China, September
2020-2021

HERE FASHION MINDS
HERE Fashion Hub, Milan, 
February 2020

DESIGN INSPIRE
Hong Kong, December
2019-2021

EXHIBITIONS

XIAMEN FASHION WEEK  
2019
Xiamen, China, December
2019
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Xiamen Fashion Week was held from December 6 to 9 
in China. There were four days filled with parades, 
forums, contests and much more. In the accessories 
contest, 5 finalists and 3 exhibiting designers were 
invited to HERE Fashion Hub.

There were 12 winners in the footwear, bags and 
jewelry categories, 3 of which were foreign designers 
also invited by us. And we were extremely honored 
that our Creative Director and Founder, Elena Raho, 
was also one of the competition's judges.
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Focused on intelligent design, green design, service 
design and future development trends of industrial 
design, the Hebei Design Week took place in China 
from the 17th to the 20th of September.

This year's theme reflects the unprecedented 
challenges imposed by the Covid-19 health emergency. 

The 3rd Hebei International Design Week will examine 
the future of the industry. HERE Fashion Hub 
participated in the event.
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On the occasion of Milan Fashion Week 20/21,
HERE Fashion Hub opened its doors to three 
young fashion talents winners of the HERE 
Creative Minds competition.
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DesignInspire Hong Kong is an international exhibition 
about creativity to stage an exchange and inspiring 
platform for global creative players, design brands, 
design associations and institutes. 

In collaboration with the Consulate General of 
Italy, HERE Fashion Hub was the ambassador of the 
project “Vivere all’italiana”, with the aim to give 
exposure to Italian Fashion and Design institutes.

We proudly promote 6 italian design schools and 
invite some designers' member of our community to 
give international exposure to their projects
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Wanna learn more about 3D Fashion Design? This is your 
chance to dive in! @tg3dstudio experts will take you by 
hand and walk through the most cutting-edge tools.

Take your fashion creations to a NEW DIMENSION! 
Explore the potencial of 3D design today.

https://www.instagram.com/tg3dstudio/




Torino Fashion Talk 2021
Nov 15h 

Circular Fashion Resource Efficiency

The evolution of sustainable supply chains in Asia.
From material circularity to the zero-carbon approach,
from global retailers “green washing” issue to
the creativity of growing Asian domestic brands:
reflections on gaps and the state of the
art between Europe and Asia.



First of all, let’s distinguish:

•Consumer-driven circularity, put into practice mainly through second 

hand commerce (as a seller or a 

buyer) or taking initiative to repair/maintain/prolong the life of 

products; also, the impact from consumer side is to actually put 

the recyclable products back in the production chain 

with proper sorting and restitution

•Brand driven circularity, which means on one 

hand the practice of material research for obtaining biodegradable or r

eclyable / recycled products, and on 

the other hand the practice of producing maintainance-friendly 

designs



These two approaches must go hand in hand in a fully circular fashion 
system, otherwise the whole mechanism will not work properly.

Considering above two points, Asia – meaning 

China as the main player, along with India and other APAC key 

countries - is more of a protagonist of the 

second type of circularity so far, from 

a numeric perspective, simply because being “the factory of the 

world” is involving vendors in 

the findings of sustainable solutions mainly for international brands.

While Asian consumers are definitely still less sensitive to the topic, 

so a consumer-driven circularity is more remote.



Conceiving the tools to enhance this system and implement positive change, 

an important aspect to consider is where the “RESPONSIBILITY” lies, not much for 

moral reason but for finding causes and resolving issues – to “repair” the system in 

a way.

So, each player involved has responsibility.
Yet, on a general basis, 

CONSUMERS shall be reckoned as LESS responsible since they find themleves in 
a less powerful position (at least not at the beginning of the 
chain), also considering that the globalization poses challeges of 

“ecological education and literacy” that go well beyond borders, putting the average in

dividual in trouble as they are supposed to know too much, 

stay informed on too many facts/regulations/customs/trends on all countries in the 

world in order to act “fully responsibly”.



Whereas BRANDS are naturally/necessarily (at least a little) 

more immersed or better acknowledged about local and hopefully some global status-

of-the-art options/regulations, obliged to stay up-to-date by their commercial mission 

and their deeper links to public institutions – an explample can be the R.I.T.A. Institute 

for textile material recycling research in Hong Kong, strongly supported by H&M fast 

fashion brand. 

So, it goes without saying that BRANDS shall be obliged by 

institutions (through regulations) to act responsibly, or it will never happen.

In fact, Asia’s progress with regard to sustainability implementation into production,

basically comes from the actions undertaken by global retailers in order to fulfill new 
international standards – not much influenced by what is required by Asia/China itself.

CONSUMERS-driven change is symbolically great and can impact on 

institutions decision making to regulate harder, yet almost ininfluential from 

a practical impact perspective.



So it is a two-folded or “two-speeded” movement towards such positive change:

- BRANDS, in order to survive, have to appeal to CONSUMERS - who are sensitive to 

the theme but unable to take more powerful action - fact that would allow brands 

to easily keep going with ”just greenwashing” and that’s it (objectively, buying a second 

hand sweater is a minuscole act compared to tons of 

oil pollution if factories are not shifting to renewalble energies 

for instance). Only few inspired companies decide to make a more authentic shift and push 

some true change as first-movers - e.g. Patagonia with “Do you really need this jacket?” ads -

yet they still have a marketing and fidelization plan even by taking such “righteous” actions.

- CONSUMERS, who will have to leverage on INSTITUTIONS and “partner” with them to apply 

pressure on BRANDS 

so that real change can happen. Any action that is about moderating growth cannot come from the 

BRANDS themselves by definition, but must be brought up by public opinion 

and therefore institutions that will implement regulations.

This way REAL CIRCULARITY will be empowered – which means RENEWABLE 
ENERGIES are involved too, for a “not just second hand sweaters” circular economy - that still 

suffers from the “hidden” garment waste issue in development countries by the way.



Also let’s record that the pandemic impacted somehow on fast 
fashion consumption volume 
overall, not only temporarily reducing the need of clothes as we stayed home but also

making second hand market and a “loungewear” trends somewhat “permanent”.

This is meaning that somehow “the  

good that could be done by reducing needs has been ticked, now it is the turn of 
energies and more massive industrial actions through new regulations”.

The 2021 G20 and COP26 have marked an important step 

on this note, although there is still a lot to do in order to make the production giants 

like China / India,  feel involved in the deal as much as the West, since they justly 

consider their still latent development needs first. 

Anyway, the global public opinion pressure 
on sustainability / climate change mitigation objectives is at its highest level ever – and 

we have to get to a point where we can really say 

“we tried our best” however it will go.



Last aspect to consider, a quick overview on how East and West can interact and 

cooperate on such “two-speeded” change for truly “circular” fashion:

there is a lot of complex connections to explore, and a lot to do for 

a savvy management of speed gaps: 

the west can play the “public opinion” accelerator role (see the Greta effect, 

and bigger sensitivity to recycled materials theme in Europe rather than Asia),

while the east can drive the 

tech changes around renewable energies because of their population volume 

and proportionally bigger investments due to still being “the factory of the world”.
But for how long will this last statement still be true?
More and more brands, also in our personal experience, are moving productions back 

to Europe for the sake of logistics simplicity, so the 

story can get even more complicated – in a fun way, for sure.



To be continued…

Q&A


